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Preface

What is Article Spinning?
Article spinning is the process of creating a unique version of an existing article by replacing the words and phrases in that article with synonyms.

How Does Article Spinning Software Work?
The purpose of spinning software is to select synonyms for all the words and phrases in an article and then run that article through a generator that produces a unique version of the article by randomly choosing some of the synonyms for each of the words.

VIDEO: For an overview of article spinning and spinning software, watch this video (5:27 mins.)

Organization of this Guide
This guide describes the extensive functionality of The Best Spinner.

- The first part of the guide covers downloading and installing the software.
- The second part of the guide explains how to open and use the software and create your first spun articles with The Best Spinner.
- The third part of the guide focuses on a deeper understanding of the functionality of The Best Spinner and gives many tips and tricks to improve the speed and quality of your spinning.

User Guide Conventions
Boldface type is used to indicate items you click or select. This includes buttons, menu items, dialog options, keyboard keys, and icons.

Throughout the guide you will find links to videos on The Best Spinner’s website www.thebestspinner.com.
All other links within the text will take you to other sections of this user guide. You can use these links to quickly skip to other parts of interest.
Downloading & Installing The Best Spinner

After you have signed up and paid for a software download of The Best Spinner, you will receive an email with a download link. It will look similar to the following image:

Here's the link to download the software:
www.thebestspinner.com/downloads/SetupTheBestSpinner3.exe

To download and install The Best Spinner

1. Click the link in the email.

2. Your internet browser will open and will ask you what to do with the file. Note that it will depend on your browser (e.g. Firefox, Chrome, Internet Explorer) and on your browser settings, how you will be asked what to do with the file and where to save it. Some browsers save to a certain folder by default, whereas others will always ask you where to save a file.

   **TIP:** Refer to the support pages of your specific browser if you are not comfortable downloading files from the internet and saving them to a specific location on your computer.

3. Save the file to your computer. Make sure you remember which folder you are saving the file to, so you will be able to find it again later.

4. After you have saved the file to your computer, open the folder in which you have saved it.

5. Right click the file. A context menu will open.

6. Select **Run as administrator** from the context menu to start the installation. Windows may display the **User Account Control** as shown in the following image and ask you to confirm that you have initiated the installation of the file.
7. If you see this message, click Allow to continue with the installation.

8. The Best Spinner setup wizard will guide you through the installation process. The first dialog box shows the Installation Options.

9. If you do not want The Best Spinner to add start menu shortcuts, then uncheck the Start Menu Shortcuts checkbox. If you do want The Best Spinner to add start menu shortcuts, click Next.

10. The next window allows you to choose the folder where you want to install The Best Spinner. For most people the suggested folder will be fine.

11. To change the folder, click Browse... and select the desired folder on your computer.
12. To accept the suggested folder and start the installation, click **Install**. The installation does not take long and you will soon see a message that the installation was completed.

![Setup Completed](image)

13. Click **Close** to close the setup wizard.

You have successfully installed The Best Spinner.

**Installing the Microsoft .NET Framework**

If you have trouble **starting the application** after the installation, you may also need to download and install the Microsoft .NET Framework Version 2.0 Redistributable Package (x86).

Use the link below to get the correct version:

Opening The Best Spinner for the First Time

**VIDEO:** For an overview of The Best Spinner’s user interface, watch this [video](#) (5:36 mins.)

To open The Best Spinner

1. Click the Windows *Start* button, and click *All Programs*.

2. Find the folder called *TheBestSpinner3* in the list of installed programs. If you have a lot of programs installed, you may need to scroll down to find the folder.

3. First click the folder called *TheBestSpinner3* to open it and then click *TheBestSpinner*.

   The **Login** window will open. You have to log in every time you use The Best Spinner, so that the application can get the latest thesaurus data.
4. Enter the login details (email address and password) that you received in the email together with the download link for the software.

**NOTE:** If you can’t remember your login details, click the **Forgot your password? Click here!** link. A new password will be emailed to you. Make sure to add thebestspinner.com to your email program’s safe list so the email will not be stopped by your spam filter.

5. Check the **Save my login information** checkbox if you want The Best Spinner to remember your login details so you don’t have to enter them every time you start the application.

6. Click **Login** to start the software.

The Best Spinner will open as shown in the following image, ready for you to spin your first article.

The next step is for you to learn how to work with The Best Spinner.
Remember that The Best Spinner offers a lot of functionality and that it may take you a while to get the most out of all the available options.

In the next chapters all of The Best Spinner’s functionality will be discussed step by step.
Adding an article to The Best Spinner

To start spinning any article with The Best Spinner, you need to get the text of that article into The Best Spinner first. There are three ways to do that:

1. Open an existing article (that you have on your computer) in The Best Spinner
2. Paste an existing article in The Best Spinner
3. Type an article in The Best Spinner

**VIDEO:** For an overview of loading and preparing content for spinning, watch this video (3:07 mins.)

Opening an Existing Article in The Best Spinner

To open an existing article in The Best Spinner

1. Click the Open button on the quick access toolbar along the top of the application.

2. Alternatively, you can click the button with the pencil in the upper left-hand corner of the application and select Open on the menu.

3. Both methods will open a window that allows you to navigate to the correct folder on your computer and select a file to open in The Best Spinner.
4. Select the file and then click **Open** to load the article into The Best Spinner.

**NOTE:** The Best Spinner can only work with plain text files. A plain text file is a file without any formatting. Such files will have the .txt extension. The Best Spinner **cannot** work with Microsoft Word documents. The problem with Word documents is that they typically contain extended characters, such as smart quotes, that can cause The Best Spinner to crash. Bullets and other text decoration elements can also cause problems. Make any text as format-free as possible before opening it in The Best Spinner.

5. The article will be opened as shown in the following image.
6. Note that The Best Spinner has loaded the article in a new tab that displays the name of the original file (diets.txt in this example).

7. When you have opened your article in The Best Spinner, click **Identify Synonyms** on the **Spin Tools** tab on the ribbon. This will start the process of checking all words in the article against the massive synonym database to get the article ready for spinning.

**Pasting an Existing Article in The Best Spinner**

The Best Spinner allows you to paste existing articles from other sources (e.g. a web page or a plain text file) into the program and work with them.

**To paste an existing article in The Best Spinner**

1. Select and copy the text of the article. You can use your mouse to make a selection or press **Ctrl + A** on your keyboard to select all text. Selected text will be highlighted in blue.
2. Copy the text to your clipboard\(^1\) by pressing Ctrl + C on your keyboard.

3. Open The Best Spinner and do one of the following:
   - Click Paste in the Clipboard section of the ribbon.
   - Click inside the blank Article Window. Then press Ctrl + V on your keyboard.
   - Right click inside the blank article window and select Paste from the menu that appears.

The text will appear as shown in the following image.

Note that the article is displayed in the New Article tab.

---

\(^1\) The clipboard is a built-in temporary memory function of your computer. When you use the copy function (or Ctrl + C) in any program, your computer will remember what you copied so you can paste it somewhere else (e.g. another program).
4. When you have pasted your article into The Best Spinner, click **Identify Synonyms** on the Spin Tools tab on the ribbon. This will start the process of checking all words in the article against the massive synonym database to get the article ready for spinning.

**Typing a New Article in The Best Spinner**

If you still need to write an article that you want to spin later, you can also type that article in The Best Spinner directly.

**To write an article in The Best Spinner**

1. Click in the blank **Article Window** and start typing as you would in any text editor.

When you have finished typing your article into The Best Spinner, click **Identify Synonyms** on the Spin Tools tab on the ribbon. This will start the process of checking all words in the article against the massive synonym database to get the article ready for spinning.
Getting Ready to Spin your First Article

The Best Spinner offers many different ways of spinning articles. This chapter explains how to get ready to start spinning your first article. In the next chapters the different spinning methods will be discussed.

1. Spinning an article by replacing everyone’s favorites
2. Spinning an article by manually selecting synonyms
3. Spinning one version of an article by replacing words
4. Spinning sentences and paragraphs

To spin your first article

1. Make sure to have your article ready in The Best Spinner as shown in the following image.

   ![](image)

   **TIP:** For instructions on how to open, paste, or type an article in The Best Spinner, see the chapter called Adding an article to The Best Spinner.

2. The Best Spinner’s thesaurus contains millions of words and most of the text in the Article Window will be instantly recognized by the software.

   The Best Spinner even identifies synonym alternatives for entire phrases, which are indicated by the underlined text. When a word is displayed in italics it means there was no synonym found in The Best Spinner's database.
3. As you can see in the article in the preceding image, virtually every word has been recognized by The Best Spinner’s synonym database.

Identifying Synonyms

4. If you haven’t already done so, click Identify Synonyms on the Spin Tools tab to make sure The Best Spinner identifies all possible synonym variations for your article.

5. After clicking Identify Synonyms only the words that are not in the huge user-built thesaurus are in italics.

6. All other words have been recognized by The Best Spinner. You can verify this by selecting any word in your article. The Best Spinner will immediately display all the available synonyms for that word in the Synonym Window.
7. Use the scroll bar on the right to see even more synonyms for the same word. If you prefer to order synonyms alphabetically, check the **Alphabetical** checkbox at the bottom of the synonym window.

8. The Best Spinner’s thesaurus is built by the thousands and thousands of users as they use the program. And the thesaurus is not limited to individual words. If you select a phrase, The Best Spinner will give you a list of synonyms for that entire phrase, as shown in the following image.
Spinning an Article by Replacing Everyone’s Favorites

By far the quickest way to spin an article is by replacing everyone’s favorites. This feature will go through your article, identify the favorite synonyms of other users and create the article’s spin syntax (or: spintax).

**VIDEO:** For an overview of replacing everyone’s favorites, watch this video (4:57 mins.)

Replacing Everyone’s Favorites

To replace everyone’s favorites:

1. Make sure to have your article open in The Best Spinner. Click **Everyone’s Favorites** on the **Spin Tools** tab on the ribbon.

![Spin Tools](image)

2. The **Replace Everyone’s Favorites** dialog box will open.

![Replace Everyone’s Favorites](image)

3. Use the dropdown list to select the quality level of the favorites that will be used.

**Good** yields the most synonyms, but the spins will be of lower quality.
Better yields less synonyms, but the spins will be of higher quality.
Best yields the fewest synonyms, but the highest quality spins.
Best->Better->Good performs three replacement passes in the stated order (best, better, then good).

You'll need to experiment to see what suits your way of working, but generally you should start with Best, until you're used to The Best Spinner.

4. If your article is already in spin format and you wish to create additional spin levels, check **Replace Everyone’s Favorites inside spun text**.

5. The advanced settings are optional, but allow you to tailor the **Everyone’s Favorites** operation to your specific needs.

6. **Keeping the original word** found in the article is set by default, but deselecting this option may make your spun copies less prone to duplication issues.

   You can also make The Best Spinner choose only the absolute **best synonyms** for your spins.

   If your article is already spin-formatted and has Nested Spins, you can set the **Spin Levels** you wish to apply Everyone's Favorites to. For example, setting **Spin Levels** from 1 to 2 means that **Replace Everyone’s Favorites** will only apply to already spin-formatted content, at levels 1 and 2. Unspun / original text, and Nested Spins deeper than level 2, will not be affected.

   Finally, you can set the **maximum number of synonyms** creating the new spintax.

7. For now, select **Best** in the **Select Quality Level** dropdown list and ignore the rest of the settings in the dialog box.

8. Click **Replace**.

9. The Best Spinner takes just a few moments to analyze your text and then adds multiple spin variations to your article, based on the user-built synonym database.
10. The following image shows what your article may look like after The Best Spinner has spin-formatted your article by replacing everyone’s favorites.

![Image of The Best Spinner interface](image1)

11. The blue text inside the curly brackets is your spintax, out of which The Best Spinner will create unique article variations.

As you can see, The Best Spinner has done an enormous amount of work for you, and with a few click of your mouse you have realized 36% uniqueness already.

**NOTE:** Of course it is important to check for quality when using any of The Best Spinner’s automated tools, but using Everyone's Favorites can increase your spin output, which can really add up in weeks, months and years of spinning.

**Removing a Synonym from the Spintax**

The next step is for you to manually review the synonyms that The Best Spinner has added to your article and to remove any synonyms that don’t make sense in this context or result in grammatically incorrect sentences.

In the sentence below the word **being** doesn’t work, so you need to remove it from the spintax.

```
|Top|Leading|Best|[3]three|Reasons|Factors|To Be|Careful|Cautious|With (Modern|Contemporary|Modern day)|Diets
```

To remove the synonym, you would adjust the spintax to better fit the context of your article.
To remove a word from the spintax

1. Press Ctrl on your keyboard and then click on the word inside the spintax. The word will be removed instantly.

2. If you remove all of the synonyms, the spintax brackets will be removed completely, as shown in the following image.

**Viewing a Spun Article**

After adding synonyms, you will probably want to see the result. It is good practice to check your spins to make sure synonym choices are appropriate and that your spun articles make sense.

**VIDEO:** For an overview of checking the quality of your spins, watch this [video](#).

**To view a spun version of an article**

1. Click the Spun Article tab right above the article window.

2. The Spun Article tab shows you a single version of your spin-formatted article that has been created using the synonyms in the spintax.

3. To generate a new version of a spun article, click New Spin. The Best Spinner will select another combination of synonyms to create a different version of the article. There is no limit to the number of articles you can output.
4. Every time you click **New Spin**, The Best Spinner works through your article's spintax, and randomly chooses synonyms to output another unique variation of your article.

   This process is very fast, but very long articles can take a little longer.

   By generating new spins a few times, you will see if your spintax is working well.

**Removing Synonyms Directly on the Spun Article Tab**

Reading through the different versions of the articles you may conclude that you need to remove synonyms from the spintax. The quickest way to do this is directly from the **Spun Article** tab.

**To remove a synonym on the Spun Article tab**

1. Click the word you want to remove. The Synonym Window will display all the synonyms you selected for the word.
2. Deselect any synonym by clicking it in the article window. The Best Spinner will no longer use the word in new spin versions of the article.

3. Alternatively, you can switch back to your the Article tab to remove synonyms.

**Copying a Spun Article to another Application**

When you have finished spinning your article and are happy with the way it looks, you may want to copy it to another application such as NotePad or Word so you can save, print, or edit it.

**VIDEO:** For an overview of copying a spun article to another application, watch this video (2:46 mins.)

To copy your spun article

1. Go to the Spun Article tab.

![Image of Spun Article tab]

2. Click Copy on the Spin Tools tab on the ribbon.

3. The text of your spun article will be copied to the clipboard (your computer’s temporary memory) and you will see a message appear at the bottom of the synonym window, confirming this.

```
Spun article copied to clipboard. 301 Words
```

4. Open the application where you want to use your spun article. Most applications offer several ways to paste text.

   o You can right-click your mouse to bring up a context menu. From the context menu, select Paste. Note that based on the application you are using, the context menu may look different from what is shown in the following image.
You can press Ctrl + V on your keyboard.

- You can select Paste from the application’s menu (e.g. in Notepad Edit, Paste, in Word select Paste on the Home tab on the ribbon)

5. You should now have your text available for you to save it, print it, format it, etc.

---

**Publishing a Spun Article to your Blog**

When you have finished spinning your article and are happy with the way it looks, you may want to publish it on your blog. You can do this by copying the spun article text from The Best Spinner and pasting it into a new blog post, but if you have a WordPress blog, the quickest way is to use the built-in Post to Blog feature.

**VIDEO:** For an overview of publishing your spun articles, watch this video (6:01 mins.)
To publish your spun article

1. Go to the **Spun Article** tab.

![Image of Spin Tools ribbon with Post To Blog option highlighted]

2. Click **Post To Blog** on the **Publish** tab on the ribbon. A popup window will open.

![Image of Add Blog dialog box]

3. Click **Add Blog** and enter your Blog Details on the right, as shown in the preceding image.

4. Click **Save** to have The Best Spinner verify the connection.

**NOTE:** For security reasons, only WordPress **Author** credentials are allowed when setting up a connection between The Best Spinner and a WordPress blog.

This eliminates the security risk of giving The Best Spinner **Administrator** access to your WordPress account.

5. If the details are correct, you will see a confirmation.
6. Select the **Blog Category** you want to post the entry in and click **Post To Blog**. Uncheck **Publish post immediately** if you prefer the post to be added to the blog as Draft. You will have to go into your blog to publish the post. If you want the post to be published immediately, leave **Publish post immediately** checked.

7. You can easily add (or delete) other blogs by using the buttons at the bottom of this window.

8. The Best Spinner will confirm that the post was added to your blog successfully.

9. You can go to your blog to verify that the post was published.
Publishing a Spun Article to The Best Spinner's Article Directory

When you publish your spun articles to The Best Spinner’s Article Directory, you give other users permission to use your articles. This helps you build valuable backlinks with every user who chooses to use your submitted articles.

**VIDEO:** For an overview of publishing your spun articles, watch this video (6:01 mins.).

**TIP:** Before submitting any articles to the article directory, it is important that you understand our quality and content guidelines to avoid delays in approval: Article Submission Guidelines

To publish a spin-formatted article to The Best Spinner’s Article Directory

1. Make sure to have your spin-formatted article loaded in The Best Spinner. If you want to use a spin-formatted article from another source, skip to step 6.

2. Click Article Directory on the Publish tab on the ribbon.

3. The Article Directory window opens. On the left you see the list of categories in the Article Directory, followed by the number of articles in that category (in brackets).
4. Click the **New Submission** tab.
5. Select a **Category**, enter your name (**Author**), and enter the article **Title**. Decide if you want other people to only be able to use spun versions of your article. Check the checkbox below the article accordingly.

**NOTE:** Even when you allow users to modify your articles, it is against The Best Spinner policy for users to remove any of the links present in your article.

6. Click **Load Article From Editor** or paste a spin-formatted article from another source. Note that if you want to use an article from another source, it needs to be in The Best Spinner's standard spintax format to use it.

7. Click **Submit For Review**.

8. Once the article is submitted, you can check its status on the **My Submissions** tab.

9. Once the article is accepted in the directory, you can track its stats, such as the number of times it was viewed and to how many blogs it was posted.
Verifying the Uniqueness of your Articles

After you have spun an article and are happy with the quality, you need to verify its uniqueness. The Best Spinner offers two ways to verify an article’s uniqueness. You can do this right from the Spun Article tab by clicking TBS Check or Copyscape Check.

**VIDEO:** For an overview of verifying the uniqueness of your articles, watch this video (4:19 mins.)

It will depend on your personal preferences which check you prefer. The Best Spinner Check is free to use, but Copyscape requires a paid account / API key.

**TIP:** It’s up to you how much you wish to refine your spins for them to pass the duplicate content test, but remember that the more unique your articles, the more they will be indexed as such by the search engines.

Copyscape Check

If you don’t have a Copyscape paid account and API key yet, you can sign up for it here: www.copyscape.com.

To check your articles’ uniqueness with Copyscape

1. Make sure your Copyscape username and API key have been correctly entered on the Settings and Options tab on the ribbon.

2. Click Copyscape Check on the Spun Article tab.

3. The **Duplicate Content** tab will open and The Best Spinner will make contact with Copyscape to check the uniqueness of your article. This can take a few moments.
4. The Best Spinner will then display the results of the Copyscape check.

5. Copyscape will tell you if duplicates were found, and if so, how many duplicates exist, what the URLs of the duplicates are (in case you want to see the entire article), and how many duplicate words are found in your spun article.

6. The most useful indicator is the duplicate text highlight as shown in the following image. The yellow highlights clearly indicate what text you need to change in your article in order to pass the Copyscape check.
The Best Spinner Check

The TBS Check is free and you can use it without having to sign up for anything.

To check your articles’ uniqueness with The Best Spinner’s TBS Check

1. Click TBS Check on the Spun Article tab

2. The Duplicate Content tab will open and The Best Spinner will start checking the uniqueness of your article. This can take a few moments.

3. TBS Checker lists all the URLs of the duplicate documents.

4. Clicking a link in the list once will display the URL in blue at the bottom of the popup window. Click the link in blue to open the original article.

5. Double-click any of the URLs in the list to open a popup window that displays both your spun article and the duplicate document, side-by-side.
The highlighted text indicates the content that is found in both articles, making it extremely easy for you to see what changes need to be made in order to make your spun article more unique.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spin 1</th>
<th>Spin 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Many modern diets promise achievement, and a number of them deliver very well on individuals promises. However, you will find three essential things you have to be conscious of prior to starting any diet system to be able to ensure healthy weight reduction. They are:  
1. When the diet omits certain meals, you might be unsuccessful of the dietary needs. A good example of this is actually the Atkins diet, that is large on protein and vegetables but have less carbohydrates and fruit. If you are active similarly to this, you’ll need to be certain to consider a great multivitamin to make up in which the weight loss program is falling short. The very best multivitamins are whole food vitamins, that exist at your local health store.  
2. Take care not to reduce the amount you eat too quickly. Cutting the quantity of food you are accustomed eating every day too rapidly can make you tired and lightheaded. It’s far better to lessen gradually. Besides, you will not feel as hungry for it a bit at any given time.  
3. Always consult your doctor before starting a diet plan. It may sound contradictory, but you need to be relatively healthy before starting a major weight loss program. Besides, you want to make sure your doctor approves before starting a new diet plan. If you fail, you’ll need to take a good multivitamin to help make up where the diet is falling short. The best multivitamins are whole food vitamins, that exist at your local health store.  
| Many modern diets promise great results, and some of them deliver quite well on those promises. However, there are three important things you need to be aware of before beginning any diet program in order to ensure healthy weight loss.  
If the diet omits certain foods, you may fail short of your nutritional requirements. An example of this is the Atkins diet, which is big on protein and veggies but low on carbs and fruit. If you’re active on a diet such as this, you need to be sure to take a good multivitamin to help make up where the diet is falling short. The best multivitamins are whole food vitamins, that exist at your local health store.  
Be careful not to cut back your calorie intake too fast. Cutting the amount of food you’re used to eating each day too quickly can leave you tired and lightheaded. It’s much better to scale back slowly. Besides, you won’t feel as hungry if you take it a little bit at a time.  
Always consult your doctor before starting a diet plan. It may sound contradictory, but you need to be relatively healthy before starting a major weight loss program. Be sure to get a checkup from your physician first, and get his or her opinion on the diet program you’re planning on following. |
Spinning Articles with EasySpin

The Best Spinner offers an alternative way of manually spinning words and phrases, called EasySpin. EasySpin is a powerful, visually-driven interface that lists all of the synonym alternatives under each word and phrase recognized by The Best Spinner.

**VIDEO:** For an overview of spinning with EasySpin, watch this video (1:46 mins.)

To spin your articles with EasySpin

1. Make sure to have your article open in The Best Spinner.
2. Click the EasySpin tab.
3. Individual synonym windows are displayed under each word, with phrase alternatives when available.
4. The original text appears in **bold** for easy reference, with a colored background when synonym phrases have been identified.
5. Just highlight the synonyms you wish to use, moving from one word or phrase to the next with great ease and speed.

6. You can check your article’s spintax by clicking the **Article** tab.

7. The article is spun in exactly the same way as when spinning on the Article tab.

8. When working on the **Article** tab, you can also work on a split Article / EasySpin layout by clicking the **EasySpin** tab in the synonym window.
9. In this case, EasySpin displays all of the synonym alternatives, one sentence at a time.

Working through your articles in default Article Spin mode or the alternative EasySpin method is a matter of personal choice.

Choose the technique that works best for you.
Spinning an Article by Manually Selecting Synonyms

You can use The Best Spinner to handpick the synonyms for your spintax that will allow you to create hundreds of high quality spun articles. This chapter explains how.

**VIDEO:** For an overview of manually spinning words and phrases, watch this video (2:55 mins.)

Selecting Synonyms Manually

To manually select synonyms for the words and phrases in your articles

1. Make sure to have your article open in The Best Spinner.
2. If you haven’t already done so, click **Identify Synonyms** on the **Spin Tools** tab on the ribbon.
3. Put your cursor before the first word of the first sentence (or the title) or your article.
4. Now use either the **Tab** key on your keyboard or the `>` button as indicated in the preceding image to navigate through your text and select words and phrases.
5. If you press the Tab key or click ➔ a few times in a row, you will see how The Best Spinner steps through the text of your article. The synonyms for the word that is selected in the Article Window are displayed in the bottom half of the window, the Synonym Window.

6. Use Shift + Tab on your keyboard or the ← button in The Best Spinner to move backwards through the words and phrases of the article.

7. When you are tabbing through your article and The Best Spinner comes across a phrase, it will first select and provide synonyms for the phrase, and then select and provide synonyms for the individual words within that phrase. This is demonstrated in the following image.
### Many modern diets promise great results, and some of them deliver quite well on those results...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Top 3 Reasons to Be Careful With Modern Diets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. If the diet or meal plan is low on carbs, a best multivitamin may be necessary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Some modern diets may lack essential nutrients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Be aware of the potential for weight gain on some diets.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### diet x

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article</th>
<th>Easy Spin</th>
<th>Spun Article</th>
<th>Fat Spin</th>
<th>Duplicate Content</th>
<th>Data Merge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reasons to Be Careful With Modern Diets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Many modern diets promise great results, and some of them deliver quite well on those results before beginning any diet program in order to ensure healthy weight loss. They may be appealing if you:

1. If the diet omits certain foods, you may fall short of your nutritional requirements. A diet low on carbs and fruit. If you’re active on a diet such as this, you need to be sure to take a best multivitamins, which can be found at your local health store. |
**Selecting Synonyms for Words and Phrases**

When you step through the words and phrases of your article, you will see the synonyms for those words and phrases displayed in the *Synonym Window* of The Best Spinner.

The synonym list displays the original word or phrase (highlighted in blue) along with several alternative words and phrases as visible in the preceding image.

**To add a synonym to your article**

1. Click that synonym in the list.

2. The synonym will be highlighted blue in the list and be added to the original word in your article to create your spintax (spin syntax). Spintax is indicated by curly brackets: `{ }`. The words/phrases and synonyms within the spintax are separated by a pipe bar `|`.

3. In the preceding images you can see how spintax is created for the word *Modern* by adding the synonym *Contemporary*. As soon as you move to the next word in the article, you will see how the original words and all associated synonyms have turned blue and are put within curly brackets.

4. If you add more synonyms, the spintax for the word *Modern* might look like this:

   ![Synonym List Example](image)

   Note how phrases within the spintax are underlined to easily distinguish them from single words.

The Best Spinner will use the spintax to create unique variations of the article. You can add as many synonyms as you like, as long as they make sense in the article and produce grammatically correct sentences.
5. As you move through the text of your article, adding synonyms for all the words and phrases, your spintax will soon look something like this.

**Speeding up Your Spinning with SpinGroups**

You may have noticed that some synonyms in the synonym list are grouped together.

These are called SpinGroups, and using them can greatly speed up your spinning. Instead of picking through individual synonyms, one by one, selecting a spin group allows you to insert several contextually related synonyms in one click. This makes spinning your articles and creating multi-synonym spintax much more efficient and will help you increase the uniqueness of your articles.

SpinGroups are grouped based on context and meaning.

For example, the word “order” could have two meanings depending on the context.

- It could be a verb meaning “to purchase” / “to buy”, or
- It could be a noun referring to a “sequence”

Grouping synonyms by context was designed to help you speed up your spinning by allowing you to create multi-synonym spintax with just one click.

You can combine individual synonyms and SpinGroups to create your spintax.
Remember that the whole essence of spinning is to go through all the words and phrases in your article and add as many spin variations as you can think of.

**NOTE:** The SpinGroups feature is enabled by default in the **Settings and Options** menu. You can turn it off, but using SpinGroups is highly recommended for optimizing spinning performance.

**Removing a Synonym or Spin Group from The Spintax**

To remove a word from the spintax, press `Ctrl` on your keyboard and then click on the word inside the spintax. The word will be instantly removed.

Alternatively, you can click a highlighted synonym in the list of synonyms to remove it from the spintax. You can also click a highlighted Spin Group to remove all synonyms in that group from the spintax.
Spinning One Version of an Article by Replacing Words

If you don't need to generate dozens or hundreds of variations of an article, but just need to get one great rewrite super-fast, The Best Spinner’s built-in Replace feature makes that easy to do.

**VIDEO:** For an overview of rewriting an article by replacing words, watch this video (0:48 mins.).

When rewriting an article with the Replace feature, you work in exactly the same way as you would to create spintax, but instead of adding synonyms to the original words in article, you replace those words with a synonym. This will have the effect of replacing your original text with one new version only, instead of creating the multi-synonym spintax designed to generate multiple article variations.

You work through your content choosing the best suitable synonym, until you have completely rewritten your article.

**To rewrite an article with the Replace feature**

1. Make sure to have your article open in The Best Spinner.

2. If you haven’t already done so, click Identify Synonyms on the Spin Tools tab on the ribbon.

3. Check the Replace checkbox at the bottom of the program, below the synonym window.
4. Put your cursor before the first word of the first sentence (or the title) or your article and use either the Tab key on your keyboard or the button in The Best Spinner to navigate through your text and select words and phrases.

5. When a word or phrase is selected, the synonym window will display all synonyms.
6. Select the best synonym by clicking it. The original word or phrase will be instantly replaced by the synonym, and The Best Spinner will move to the next word. The new word/phrase is displayed in gray, indicating that it is a replacement of the original.

7. Keep selecting synonyms and moving through your article to replace as much as possible of the original text. You will have created a new version of the article in no time.

**TIP:** When using the *Replace* feature, it is better to turn *SpinGroups* off. You don’t want to clutter your list of synonyms with spin groups when creating a single new version of your article.

The following images show an original sentence (top image, first sentence) and the completely rewritten version of that same sentence (bottom image, sentence in gray).

Many modern diets promise great results, and some of them deliver quite well on those promises. However, there are three important things you need to be aware of before beginning any diet program in order to ensure healthy weight loss. They are:

A lot of contemporary diet programs assure fantastic outcomes, and a few of these deliver fairly well on these claims. However, there are three important things you need to be aware of before beginning any diet program in order to ensure healthy weight loss. They are:

The sentence says the same thing, but sounds completely different. This is very easy to achieve with The Best Spinner’s *Replace* feature and will save you a lot of time.
Spinning Sentences and Paragraphs

One way to further increase the quality of your spins is by spinning entire sentences and paragraphs. This is a powerful way to increase the uniqueness of your articles. Remember that in most cases, the more of the article that you spin, the better your published content will be.

**TIP:** Taking two passes at spinning (paragraphs and sentences first, and then individual words and phrases) can yield extremely well-spun articles quite easily.

Spinning Paragraphs

**VIDEO:** For an overview of spinning paragraphs and sentences, watch this video (2:10 mins.)

**To spin entire paragraphs**

1. Click the Paragraph tab in the synonym window.

2. To select a paragraph, click your cursor anywhere in the previous paragraph and press Tab on your keyboard or use the > button. The entire paragraph will be selected. Alternatively, you can double-click anywhere inside a sentence to select the sentence. Alternatively, you can select a paragraph with your mouse.
3. To add a rewrite of the paragraph, type the rewrite in the text box below the synonym window as shown in the following image.

4. Click **Add** to add the new paragraph to the list of synonyms and to your article. The original and the alternative paragraphs now form a new spintax.
5. Repeat the process as many times as you like to add several alternatives to the original paragraph. This is a very powerful spinning strategy that will significantly increase the uniqueness of your articles in the eyes of the search engines.

6. When you spin the article (go to the Spun Article tab and click New Spin), The Best Spinner will randomly select one of the paragraphs in your spintax.

7. When you have finished adding rewrites for your paragraphs, the next step is to spin sentences.
Spinning Sentences

Spinning entire sentences is very similar to spinning paragraphs as discussed in the preceding section of this manual.

VIDEO: For an overview of spinning paragraphs and sentences, watch this video. (2:10 mins.)

To spin sentences

1. Click the Sentence tab in the synonym window.

2. To select a sentence, click your cursor anywhere in the sentence and press Tab on your keyboard or use the button. The entire sentence will be selected. Alternatively, you can double-click anywhere inside a sentence to select the sentence.

3. To add a rewrite of the sentence, type the rewrite in the text box below the synonym window as shown in the following image.
4. Click **Add** to add the new sentence to the list of synonyms and to your article. The original and the alternative sentence now form a new spintax.
5. Press **Tab** on your keyboard or use the **→** button to move to the next sentence. You will now see that the sentences have become a nested spin, because the paragraph was spun first. The nested spin is highlighted in another color, as shown in the following image. Note that spin colors can be adjusted in the **Settings and Options** menu.

6. Repeat the process as many times as you like to add several alternatives to the original sentence. This is a very powerful spinning strategy that will significantly increase the uniqueness of your articles in the eyes of the search engines.

7. When you spin the article (go to the **Spun Article** tab and click **New Spin**), The Best Spinner will randomly select one of the sentences in your spintax.

8. When you have finished adding rewrites for your sentences, the next step is to **spin individual phrases and words**.
Protecting Words and Phrases

**Protected Terms** is a feature of The Best Spinner that can significantly reduce your post-spin cleanup time.

When you spin your articles, there are times when you may want to protect certain words or phrases from being spun by The Best Spinner. Such terms could be a brand name, a name of a product, a trademark, or a particular saying you wish to keep intact.

You can ensure that by using the **Protected Terms** function.

**VIDEO:** For an overview of protecting words and phrases, watch this [video](#) (3:40 mins.)

### Protecting Terms

To protect terms

1. Right-click the word or term you want to protect and select **Protect “word/term”**.

2. The word(s)/term(s) you protect will be saved to the #DEFAULT# Category of the **Protected Terms** list and be highlighted in bold.

3. The terms you have protected will be skipped by The Best Spinner when using automatic features such as **Auto Rewrite**, **Auto Select Synonyms**, **Replace Everyone’s Favorites**, etc.
Managing your Protected Terms

Saving terms in the default category as explained in the preceding sections is great for generic or common words you wish to protect. But The Best Spinner also allows you to create specific categories of protected terms.

To manage your protected terms

1. Click Protected Terms on the Setting and Options tab on the ribbon.

2. This will open the Protected Terms window where you can delete protected terms, organize protected terms into categories and bulk add protected terms.

Adding a Protected Terms Category

To add a category

1. Click Add next to the Protected Terms Category dropdown and type the category name in the Add Category pop up window that opens.
2. Click **OK** to save the new category.

3. When adding new protected terms, make sure to have the correct category selected in the dropdown.

4. After you have added a category, you can save Protected Terms to that category from the context menu in the Article Window.

5. First select the category from the dropdown list, then click **Protect “word/term”**.

**Adding a Protected Term**

**To add a protected term**

1. Select the correct category (if you have multiple categories) from the dropdown list in the **Protected Terms** window.
2. Click **Add Term** at the bottom of the Protected Terms window and type the term in **Add Term** pop up window that opens.

3. Click **OK** to save the term to the list. The pop up window will stay open for you to quickly add a series of protected terms. Click **Cancel** to close the pop up.

### Deleting One or All Protected Term(s)

**To delete a protected term**

1. Select the term in the list of protected terms.

2. Click **Delete Term**.

3. To delete all protected terms you don’t need to select them first. Simply click **Delete All**. You will be asked to confirm since the action can’t be undone.
**Bulk Add Protected Terms**

To bulk add protected terms

1. Click **Bulk Add** at the bottom of the **Protected Terms** window.

2. In the window that opens, enter your protected terms one word/phrase per line.

3. Alternatively, you can copy and paste a list of terms from another source such as a word processing document.

4. Click **OK** to save the list.
Working with Multiple Articles at the Same Time

The Best Spinner allows you to work on several articles at once and you can open or create more than one article, with each article displayed under its own tab.

This allows you to easily switch between articles, without the need to open and close each article document. This multi-tab article architecture is also designed to facilitate the execution of common tasks on several articles simultaneously.

Notice that the following icons on the Spin Tools tab on the ribbon have a small arrow to their right: Identify Synonyms, Auto Rewrite, Auto-Select Synonyms, Replace My Favorites, Everyone's Favorites, Remove Original Word and Check Spelling.

When using the arrow instead of the button itself, these actions can be applied to all articles that you have open in The Best Spinner.

For example, when you click the arrow next to Check Spelling, you can choose to check the spelling for All Open Articles.

The Best Spinner will cycle through all open articles to check the spelling.

This multi-tab spinning capability makes your spinning much more efficient when working on several open articles at once.
Creating and Managing Hyperlinks

The Best Spinner lets you add hyperlinks to your articles, verify if they work from within the application, and manage your hyperlinks.

The Best Spinner can also spin your hyperlinks based on keyword and target URL.

VIDEO: For an overview of creating and managing hyperlinks, watch this [video](#) (4:01 mins.)

Creating Hyperlinks

To create a hyperlink

1. Select and then right-click the text you want to create the link for. This will bring up a context menu.

2. Click **Create Hyperlink**. The following window will open.

3. Enter the full URL of the website or webpage you want to link to.
4. Click **OK**.

5. The new hyperlink is displayed in the article window in HTML format, showing the original/selected text, which is also called the anchor text, and the target URL.

6. Alternatively, you can type the hyperlink HTML code directly in the article window. The Best Spinner will complete the hyperlink code by adding the closing tag, and your cursor will be blinking at the right position for you to enter the anchor text.

   This functionality applies to all HTML code you type directly in the article window.

### Spinning Your Hyperlinks

An important strategy in search engine optimization consists of creating backlinks to a target site based on keywords you wish to rank for.

To be effective, those backlinks need to have:

- **Keyword diversity**: the anchor text of all those backlinks pointing to your site cannot be exactly the same because that does not look natural in the eyes of the search engines and may result in some of those links being discounted.
- **Landing page diversity**: backlinks must not all point to the same target URL for the same reason; it does not look natural to the search engines.

This means you will have to spin your hyperlinks. The Best Spinner allows you to do this easily and quickly through its **Hyperlink Manager**.

### Managing Your Links with the Hyperlink Manager

To open the Hyperlink Manager

1. Right-click anywhere within the article window to bring up a context menu.
2. Click **Hyperlink Manager**. The **Hyperlink Manager** window will open.

3. Click **New** to create a hyperlink. The fields in the **Hyperlink Details** section will become editable.

4. Create a **Category** simply by entering a category name. You can use categories to group multiple hyperlinks under a similar theme.

5. Enter a **keyword**. This is the word/phrase that will be replaced by a link by The Best Spinner. In the example above, every time The Best Spinner comes across the word **diet** it will replace it with a link.
6. Enter a keyword, or multiple keywords, in the **Replace With Keywords** field. The link that will be created by The Best Spinner will contain the keywords you enter in this field. If you want to use multiple keywords so The Best Spinner can spin them, you will have to enter them in spin format. {keyword1|keyword2|keyword3|etc.}.

7. Enter the destination website or web pages in the **Hyperlink URLs** field. If you want to use multiple web pages so The Best Spinner can spin them, you will have to enter the URLs in spin format. {www.website.com/page1| www.website.com/page2|etc.}

8. Click **OK** to save these settings. The hyperlink will be added to the list as shown in the following image.

![Hyperlink Manager](image)

There is no limit the number of article words and phrases you can transform into hyperlinks.

However, to keep things organized, you may occasionally want to delete hyperlinks you no longer intend to use.

**Applying Hyperlinks**

To apply the hyperlinks you created in the **Hyperlink Manager**

1. Right-click anywhere in your article to bring up the context menu.
2. Click Replace With Hyperlinks. A popup window opens.

3. Select the category of links you wish to use, as well as the number of occurrences of each article keyword you want the Hyperlink Manager to replace with a link. You can choose to replace All occurrences or any number of occurrences between the First to the First 10.

4. Click OK. New links will be created instantly based on your hyperlink management criteria.

**TIP:** Use The Best Spinner’s advanced but easy to use hyperlinking capability to make your spinning more efficient and boost the quality of your backlinks at the same time.
Creating and Managing Projects

The Best Spinner allows you to create and manage sophisticated spinning projects in just a few clicks. Using projects allows you to speed up your spinning significantly by performing actions to all documents within a project. Executing tasks at project-level can be a tremendous time saver.

**VIDEO:** For an overview of creating and managing projects, watch this [video](#) (6:48 mins.)

Using the Project Management Window

By default the Project Management Window is hidden from view.

Hover your mouse over the Project tab to the left of the article window call out the Project Management Window.

Note that the Project Management Window will hide again when you move your mouse somewhere else. To force the Project Management Window to stay open and facilitate working with the project, click the pin in the upper right-hand corner of the window.
The article window will be resized so the **Project Management Window** does not cover your article’s text.

**Creating a New Project**

To create a project

1. Click ***Create Project*** on the **Project** tab on the ribbon. Alternatively, press **CTRL + SHIFT + N** on your keyboard.

2. A new project will be created and all open articles will be automatically added to the project. Any new article you open will also be added to the project.

3. Right-click the **Project** to bring up a context menu with several options.
4. The options in the context menu allow you to do the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rename</td>
<td>Rename the Project or Article.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add New Article</td>
<td>Add a new article tab to the list of tabs for the project. In the project window this article will be shown as New Document.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add New Folder</td>
<td>Add a new folder to the project. This allows you to further organize the articles within the project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Import Files</td>
<td>Import files into the Project or a Folder. Use Ctrl on your keyboard to select multiple files at once.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Import Folder</td>
<td>Import folders into the Project or a Folder. Select a folder containing one or more plain-text (.txt) files. The text files in the selected folder will be replaced with their new spun version.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remove Article From Project</td>
<td>Remove an article or an entire folder from your project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto Rewrite</td>
<td>Apply Auto Rewrite to a single article, a folder, or to the entire project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto-Select Synonyms</td>
<td>Apply Auto-Select Synonyms to a single article, a folder, or to the entire project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replace My Favorites</td>
<td>Apply Replace My Favorites to a single article, a folder, or to the entire project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replace Everyone’s Favorites</td>
<td>Apply Replace Everyone’s Favorites to a single article, a folder, or to the entire project.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE:** The action depends on whether you have right-clicked the Project, an article, or a folder.
Creating Folders and Subfolders

To create a folder or subfolder

1. Click the main project folder or any other folder that you want to create a folder under.

2. Click **New Folder** on the **Project** tab on the ribbon.

3. The new (sub)folder will be added to the project.

4. You can now add articles by either importing or creating new ones or by pressing **CTRL+N** on your keyboard.
Saving the Articles within a Project and Saving the Project

As shown in the following image, some articles are in red.

![Project Structure](image)

This means that recent changes were made to those articles that still need to be saved.

Clicking **Save** on the quick access bar or pressing **Ctrl + S** on your keyboard button will prompt you with a succession of popup windows. Because this is a new project, you will first be prompted to save the project and then to save each of the new, unsaved articles.

Projects are saved with the .tbs extension.

Opening an Existing Project

To open an existing project, click the pencil button in the upper left-hand corner of the application. Select the project from the list of recent projects and articles (if available) or click **Open** on the menu and browse for the project on your computer. Alternatively, you can click **Open** on the quick access toolbar.

Remember that The Best Spinner projects can be recognized by the .tbs extension.

Closing a Project

To close a project and revert back to working on individual articles, click the arrow next to the **New** icon on the quick access toolbar and select **New Stand Alone Article**.
Mastering the Synonym Window

The Synonym Window is probably the most important window in the software, as this is where most of the manual spinning functions are located. But it is also where you will clean up your automated spins.

For these reasons, mastering the Synonym Window is key to your spinning success.

**VIDEO:** For an overview of mastering the synonym window, watch this [video](#) (6:59 mins.)

Understanding the Synonym Window

The Synonym Window lists all of the available synonyms for words and phrases, sorting them based on usage popularity.

The most-used synonyms (as per the software’s extensive user base) are listed first, which makes The Best Spinner’s thesaurus more intelligent than a canned listing of all possible synonyms.

Highlighted text words, phrases, and SpinGroups are synonyms that make up the spin-formatted content of your article, also called spintax, as shown in the preceding image.

Clicking on synonyms in the Synonym Window will highlight them blue and include them in the spintax, while clicking on the highlighted ones will remove them.

Removing synonyms this way is useful when cleaning up automated spins.
Adding Synonyms to the Synonym Window

If there are synonyms variations that you would like to use in your article but that are not listed in The Best Spinner’s thesaurus, you can manually include them in your spins by using the Add field at the bottom of the Synonym Window.

Enter the term and click Add to add the synonym to the Synonym Window as well as the spintax. If you later decide you don’t want to use the added term in your spintax, then click the term in the Synonym Window. It will no longer be highlighted blue and it will be removed from your spintax.

Removing Synonyms from the Synonym Window

You can also remove synonyms from the Synonym Window.

To remove a synonym, right-click the synonym in the Synonym Window to bring up a removal message.

Click the message to confirm removal.
Speeding up Your Spinning

There are a number of features available in the Synonym Window that will make your manual spinning and post-spinning cleanup faster.

SpinGroups

While manually working on your article, make sure you make full use of SpinGroups to speed up your spinning. SpinGroups are synonym groupings made up of the most popular synonyms used by The Best Spinner’s extensive user base. More about SpinGroups

Replace All

Another feature designed to speed up manual spinning is the Replace All function.

As the name implies, you can apply a particular spintax to all instances of a specific word or phrase. For example, if you come across the word diets for the first time, you will create the spintax for it as you normally would. You might end up with something like this:

Now while your newly created spintax is still highlighted blue in the Article Window, click Replace All at the bottom of the Synonym Window. Throughout your entire article, the word diets will be instantly replaced by the same spintax.
This is a great feature to improve your spinning efficiency.

**SAVE FAVORITE**

An extension of the Replace All concept is Save Favorite.

If you have found a great synonym grouping that you wish to reuse in future article spinnings, you can save that grouping by clicking Save Favorite.

More about Creating, Managing and Using Favorites

**ALPHABETICAL**

Check the Alphabetical box to sort the synonyms alphabetically.

This is a practical feature if you prefer to alphabetically scan for suitable synonyms, especially if the synonym list is very long.

**REPLACE**

Check the Replace box if you wish to simply rewrite your article, and not create spintax.

This will replace original text with one synonym-variation only. More about the Replace feature

**SPIN SKIP**

Check the Spin Skip box to jump over already spin-formatted text.

With this checkbox ticked, entire spin variations are skipped, immediately jumping to the next un-spun word or phrase. This will help you move forward through your text and land directly on the text you need to work on.
The **Spin Skip** option is enabled (checked) by default. Uncheck this option to facilitate the creation of Nested Spins in the Article Window.

[More about Nested Spinning](#)

### Using the Synonym Window Tabs

The Synonym window is set to the Word/Phrase tab by default, and changing tabs will change the functions available.

![Synonym Window Tabs](image)

If you spin sentences and paragraphs, the **Replace All**, **Save Favorite**, **Alphabetical** and **Spin skip** options are no longer relevant, and are therefore removed from these tabs.

Only the **Add** field remains on these tabs and you can add as many sentence and paragraph variations to build complex spintax, which will yield extremely well-spun articles.

[More about Spinning Sentences and Paragraphs](#)

The **Add** function is also the only option available under the **EasySpin** tab, but it is accessed different than in the other tabs. To manually add synonyms, right-click inside the small synonym window right under its associated word or phrase. In the popup window that appear you can manually add your synonym.

The last tab in the Synonym window is the **NestedSpin** tab, which allows you to create spins within spins.
Creating Nested Spins

You can significantly increase the uniqueness of your articles by performing multiple levels of spinning. Multi-level spins are called Nested Spins.

**VIDEO:** For an overview of working with nested spins, watch this video (4:52 mins.)

So far this manual has been focused entirely on creating single-level spins: transforming a word or phrase into a spin-formatted grouping of synonyms.

But synonyms within that grouping can themselves be transformed into their own spintax, thereby creating spins that are nested within other spins.

Visually, Nested Spins look like this:

**Single-level spin**

```
[Top 3]Best Three
```

**2 level spin**

```
[Top 3]Best Three
```

**3 level spin**

```
[Top 3]Best Three
```

**4 level spin**

```
[Top 3]Best Three
```
There is no limit to the number of levels you can use in your spins. You can go as deep as you want. And the more levels you create, the more likely your articles will be extremely unique.

There are two ways you can create Nested Spins. You can use the Article Window or you can use the advanced, visually-driven Nested Spin builder located in the Synonym window.

The Best Spinner uses color coding to distinguish the different spin levels and dynamically assigns colors as you create your Nested Spins. This is extremely helpful as Nested Spins can get very complicated very fast, and the different color levels act as great visual reference points.

You can customize the spin colors in the Settings and Options menu.

**Creating Nested Spins in the Article Window**

**To create Nested Spins in the Article Window**

1. Step through your text as you normally would, and assign synonyms to create your spintax.
2. Uncheck the **Skip Spin** checkbox at the bottom of the Synonym Window.
3. Put your cursor at the beginning of your article, and step through your text again. Where possible, assign synonyms to the existing spintax to create second level Nested Spins.
4. Keep working through your article and adding Nested Spin levels until you can’t spin it any further.
5. Go to the **Spun Article** tab to verify your spins and see the high levels of uniqueness you have managed to create with this technique.

**Creating Nested Spins with the NestedSpin tab**

The **NestedSpin** tab allows you to build complex spins in the Synonym Window by simply pointing and clicking. After a little practice you will notice this is significantly faster than making Nested Spins in the Article Window.

**To create Nested Spins with the NestedSpin tab**

1. Click the **NestedSpin** tab.
2. Notice that the synonym list displayed here is exactly the same as the one found in the **Word/Phrase** tab: level 1, or single-level, spinning options.

3. Select your synonyms as you would under the **Word/Phrase** tab. Your spintax will be created in the Article Window. However, you will also notice that a second list of synonyms is being displayed in the Synonym Window.

4. The second synonym listing shows the synonym possibilities for a second level of spin. Hover your mouse over any of the synonyms in the first list, to see the synonym options for that word or phrase. In the preceding image, hovering over the word **Fashionable** shows possible synonyms for that word.

5. To create another level of spin, click a word or phrase from the second level list of synonyms.
6. Note the Add box at the bottom of every list of synonyms. This gives you the option to manually add synonyms.

7. Keep building as many spin levels as you want to create very unique articles.

The more levels you create, the more likely you'll be able to produce a great number of very unique articles.

**NOTE:** Nested Spins can get very complicated, making it difficult to track content meaning and readability. Remember that our spins need to make sense and read well, respecting the quality of our original article.
**Tracking (Nested) Spin Quality**

An easy way to track spin quality is through the unspun (original) sentence window located just beneath the Article Window.

Clicking a word within the spintax will highlight it in bold in the original sentence. This helps you quickly verify if that synonym choice will read well when your article is spun.

Continue to select synonyms to verify their readability.
Creating, Managing and Using Favorites

The Best Spinner's Favorites tools will help power spinners significantly speed up their spinning efficiency.

A favorite is spintax that has been saved, so that it can be recalled and used in future spins.

There are two types of favorites made available by The Best Spinner:

1. Favorites that you create yourself
2. Favorites created by all other The Best Spinner users that you can use in your own spinning

This chapter covers the use of your own favorites.

More about Everyone’s Favorites

VIDEO: For an overview of creating, managing, and using favorites, watch this video. (6:45 mins.)

Creating Your Own Favorites

While spinning your content, you sometimes create a great spintax that you know you will use again in the future. To be able to use it again in the future, you will need to save it as a Favorite.

To save spintax as a Favorite

1. Highlight the spintax and click Save Favorite in the Synonym Window.
2. The following popup window will open.
3. From the dropdown list, select the category in which you want to save the favorite and click Add Favorite.

4. **More about creating Categories for Favorites**

5. You have now saved this particular spintax for use in future spins. The favorite will be saved under the original word. In the example above spintax was created and saved for the word **Modern**. So the spintax will be saved under the word **Modern**.

**Using Your Own Favorites**

The next time you work on an article with the same or a fairly similar subject, you can use the **Favorites** you have added to The Best Spinner earlier.

**To use your own Favorites**

1. Click **Replace My Favs** on the **Spin Tools** tab on the ribbon.

2. The following popup window will open.

3. From the dropdown list, select the category you want to use and, depending on your preferences, check or uncheck the checkboxes to leave (or remove) the original word in the article and to replace (or not) favorites inside spun text.

   **Leave original word in article** is checked by default, but unchecking it may increase the uniqueness of your article and reduce the chance of content duplication.
Checking Replace favorites inside spun text is unchecked by default, but checking it is a great way to automatically create multi-level spins.

4. Click Replace.

5. The Best Spinner will go through your article and replace your favorites with the saved spintax.

Creating Categories for Favorites

You are recommended to create categories for your favorites. Categories are a great way to organize your favorite spins based on such criteria as the type of article you are writing, its style, its theme, etc. There are two ways to create categories.

1. While adding your favorites

2. While managing your favorites (discussed under Managing Your Favorites)

To create a category while adding your favorites

1. Select the spintax you want to save as a favorite.

2. Click Save Favorite at the bottom of the Synonym Window to open the following popup window.

3. Click Create New Category to open the following popup window.

4. Enter the Category Name and click OK.

Managing Your Favorites

Managing your favorites allows you to add, delete, import and export favorites, and manage your favorites categories.

To manage your favorites and favorites categories
1. Click **Manage My Favorites** on the **Spin Tools** tab on the ribbon.

![Image of Spin Tools tab](image1.png)

2. This will open the following popup window. Select a category from the dropdown list to display all the saved favorite spins for that category.

![Image of Manage My Favorites window](image2.png)

3. Click a favorite on the left to display all words and phrases that make up the spintax for that favorite.

![Image of Manage My Favorites window](image3.png)

4. To delete a synonym from the spintax, select it in the list on the right and click **Delete** below the Synonyms list.

5. To add a synonym to the spintax, click **Add** below the Synonyms list. A new window will pop up for you to add a synonym.
6. Enter the synonym and click **OK**.

7. To add a new category, click **New Category**. A new window will pop up for you to add a category.

8. When you are done managing your favorites, click **Save** to save your changes and then click **Close**. To exit the window without saving changes, just click **Close**.

This is how you use the **Manage My Favs** option to manage all the terms and corresponding synonyms, by adding and deleting terms, adding and deleting synonyms, and also by importing and exporting a category's terms and spintax, which is a great way to share your personal favorites with other The Best Spinner users.
Spinning with Automated Tools

The Best Spinner offers three automated spinning tools: **Auto Rewrite**, and **Auto-Select Synonyms**. This chapter covers **Auto Rewrite** and **Auto-Select Synonyms**.

Auto Rewrite is designed to automatically produce a single article, whereas Auto-Select Synonyms is designed to automatically create spin-formatted text.

VIDEO: For an overview of spinning with automated tools, watch this [video](#) (5:41 mins.)

Spinning with Auto Rewrite

The **Auto Rewrite** function allows you to automatically rewrite your entire article or selected text, by replacing most of the content with the very best and safest synonyms from The Best Spinner’s thesaurus.

Please note that this function works best on articles that have straightforward, common language terms. The function may not work very well on complex or very specialized content.

Try it first on a short paragraph to see how it works.

**To spin with Auto Rewrite**

1. Select the paragraph you want to have automatically rewritten.

2. Click **Auto Rewrite**.

3. The Best Spinner will take a second to rewrite the paragraph, and this is how it looks now.

The new version is not perfect, but it already reads pretty well. All you have to do now is tweak those parts that need a little improvement, and your text will be completely rewritten.
Spinning with Auto-Select Synonyms

The **Auto-Select Synonyms** option is designed to automatically and quickly create spin-formatted text.

**To spin an article with Auto-Select Synonyms**

1. Click **Auto-Select Synonyms** on the **Spin Tools** tab on the ribbon.

2. The following popup window will open.

3. From the **Auto-Select** dropdown list, select if you want The Best Spinner to spin Words and Phrases, or Phrases only.

4. Spinning phrases only may reduce the need for post-spinning cleanup, while spinning both words and phrases will increase spun article uniqueness.

5. Set the **Maximum number of Synonyms** for the auto-generated spintax.

6. Choose the spinning **Frequency**, choosing from every word, down to every fourth word. The lower the number, the higher the chance you will create unique articles and prevent duplicate content issues.

7. Finally, decide whether you want The Best Spinner to create spins within already spun text or not. Creating spins inside spun text is a quick and effective way to auto-generate multi-level spins.

8. Click **Auto-Select** to start the process.

9. The article has been automatically spin-formatted based on the automation criteria as shown in the image below.
Many modern diets promise great results in weight loss, but some do not deliver quite well. The three most effective on those promises, however, are diet programs that you should be on! Here are some considerations. You need to be ready to be (you) ready to be healthy! weight loss/weight reduction. If you are aware of the benefits of these diets, they can be These are:

1. 30-day or a few days (diet one, diet two or diet three) if you consider your nutritional requirements. This exists with a good example within the boundaries of this message. It is healthy to get into the habit of healthy eating and dieting. If you want to follow a diet, you should be aware of what you are eating.
The Best Spinner also allows you to apply auto spin operations to a large number of articles simultaneously.

**NOTE:** To run this function on a set of articles, the articles all need to be located in the same folder.

To automatically spin multiple articles

1. Click **Bulk Spin** on the **Publish** tab on the ribbon. The **Browse For Folder** window opens.

2. Navigate to the folder where your articles are located and click **OK**. The following popup window opens.

3. As you can see, all of The Best Spinner’s automated spinning tools are available: Auto-select Synonyms, Replace My Favorites, Replace Everyone’s Favorites, Auto Rewrite, and Generate Spun Articles.

4. Click on the operation you wish to apply to your articles.

5. Depending on the operation you choose, another window will open for you to select the settings for that operation (e.g. when choosing **Replace My Favorites** you will have to select the category of favorites to replace).
6. Confirm the settings and *all* the articles in the folder you selected will be automatically transformed.
Spinning with Data Merge

Data merge is a way of creating a batch of articles that have certain pieces of text, or information, taken from a separate file - the data file. Data merge can be useful if you are writing general articles for hundreds of different towns, for example. The power of data merge is in the numbers.

**NOTE:** It is outside the scope of this user guide to teach you about the concept of data merge. This guide only shows you how to use data merge in The Best Spinner. If you don't know why you might want to use data merge, there's a very good chance you don't need to use it, at least not right now.

**VIDEO:** For an overview of spinning with data merge, watch this video (3:21 mins.)

Background & Prerequisites

In this chapter, the following example is used:

Assume you are promoting a learning initiative that has new drop-in learning centers for adults in 121 cities. The basic article you write is going to be the same for each center. Specifics, however, such as city name and center address would all vary. And that is where you can save a lot of time using The Best Spinner’s data merge feature.

Suppose that for each center you have the following information:

- City name
- Center address
- Center phone number
- Center manager details
- Center opening hours

Now you can create 121 spun articles and then go through each one, adding in the details for each city one by one, or you can create a file that looks like the example in the following image. It's a plain text file called edu_fields.csv.

A real data merge file might have hundreds of entries, but in the example file there are only 2.

The first line of the file is reserved for information headings.
The next lines (called records) contain data fields that match the headings. In the preceding image the first field is the city name, followed by a comma, the second field is the address, followed by a comma, etc.

To be able to use data merge you have to make sure the data file is saved with the .csv extension.

In the following image you see a very short example article. The data merge placeholders are marked blue. Notice the format for the placeholders. Every merge data field name is enclosed in brackets, like this:

[cname]

The placeholders correspond to the field headings from the data file, surrounded by square brackets.

When this article is data merged with the data file containing the address and opening hours, it will produce a new article for each line in the data file. There are only 2 records in the example data file (a center in New York, and one in Bakersfield), so only two new articles will be produced, but the process is the same even if you have hundreds of records.

**Merging Your Data**

**To merge the text of your article with the data fields in your .csv file**

1. Click the **Data Merge** tab.

2. On the **Data Merge** tab, click **Load Data From File**.
3. The **Load Merge Data** popup window opens. By default, it looks for .csv files.

4. Browse your computer for the location of the file and open it. The data records will be loaded into The Best Spinner and shown on the **Data Merge** tab.

5. Verify that the content of the fields corresponds to the headers. If not, click **Clear Merge Data**, fix the file, and reopen it.

6. If the fields seem to be correctly populated, click **Merge Data With Article**. The following popup will open.
7. The **Number of Articles** that are created depends on the number of records in the data files, and cannot be changed here. The Best Spinner will automatically create an article for every record in the file.

8. If you wish, you can enter an **Article Filename Prefix** to the generated articles. Ascending numbers will be added to the articles automatically.

9. If you prefer to create one single file containing all of your articles, instead of a new file for every article, check the **Generate a single text file** checkbox. You can also define your own article separator here.

10. Finally, check the **Select N-th synonym for each spin block** if you want to create the highest possible level of uniqueness for your articles.

11. Click **Generate Articles** to start the data merge process. The **Save Generate Articles** popup window will open. (If in the previous step you have chosen to generate a single article, instead of multiple articles, skip to step 14.)
12. The Best Spinner will save and compress all your articles to a .zip file. Enter a name for the file and click **Save**. Your articles will be generated instantly.

13. On your computer, navigate to the location where you have saved the .zip file to see its contents. As shown in the following image, two articles were generated.

14. If in step 7 you have chosen to generate a single article, instead of multiple articles, the **Save Generate Articles** popup will save your article as a .txt file.
15. Enter a name for the file and click Save. Your articles will be generated instantly, and saved to one single file.

16. On your computer, navigate to the location where you have saved the .txt file to see its contents. As shown in the following image, there are two articles in the single file.

Data merge becomes extremely powerful when dealing with hundreds or even thousands of entries, each with their unique data.
**Generating Multiple Articles**

The Best Spinner not only allows you to create a single spun version of an article—which is great for publishing a single blog post—but it can also help you generate hundreds of different versions of an article for use in article directories, for example.

**VIDEO:** For an overview of generating articles, watch this video (3:53 mins.)

To generate multiple versions of an article

1. Click **Generate Articles** on the **Publish** tab on the ribbon.

2. The article generator window opens.

3. The **Number of Articles** determines how many versions of the article will be generated. The maximum number is 1,000.

4. If you wish, you can enter an **Article Filename Prefix** to the generated articles. Ascending numbers will be added to the articles automatically.

5. Some blogging systems and 3rd party software require different versions of the same article to be saved in one single text file. If that applies to your articles, check the **Generate a single text file** checkbox. You can also define the article separator here to indicate to 3rd party systems where one article ends and the next begins.

6. Finally, check the **Select N-th synonym for each spin block** if you want to create the highest possible level of uniqueness for your articles. The N-th Synonym operation works through your
article, taking the first synonym from each spintax for the first article, then taking the second synonym from each spintax for the second article, etc. This option is designed for users that create very large spintax. Normally, you can stick with The Best Spinner's default random selection process.

7. Click **Generate Articles** to start the process. The **Save Generate Articles** popup window will open.

![Image of Save Generate Articles window](image)

8. The Best Spinner will save and compress all your articles to a .zip file. Enter a name for the file and click **Save**. Your articles will be generated instantly.

9. On your computer, navigate to the location where you have saved the .zip file to see its contents. As shown in the following image, ten articles were generated.

![Image of content in .zip file](image)
Generating Articles vs. Bulk Spin

Another way to generate several spun articles is through the **Bulk Spin** function. Refer to [Spinning with Automated Tools](#) and [Spinning Multiple Articles with Automated Tools](#) for a detailed explanation of the **Bulk Spin** function.

Compared with the **Generate Articles** operation, **Bulk Spin** will take several original articles and output a specified number of spun versions for each of the original articles.

For instance, if you have 10 original articles, and tell The Best Spinner to generate 10 spun versions of each article, a total a 100 articles will be produced.

Note that to use this feature, all original articles need to be in the same folder.
Comparing Articles

It can be very useful to see how unique articles are when compared with each other. The Best Spinner’s compare function makes it easy to do that.

The Best Spinner allows you to [compare two articles](#) or [compare multiple articles](#).

**VIDEO:** For an overview of comparing articles, watch this video. (2:05 mins.)

Comparing Two Articles

To compare two articles

1. Click Compare Articles on the Publish tab on the ribbon.

![Image showing the Compare Articles tab and the Publish tab]

2. The Comparison Window will open.

![Image showing the Comparison Window]

3. Paste the two articles you want to compare into the Spin 1 and Spin 2 fields and click Compare.
4. The Best Spinner shows the level of uniqueness of the articles and highlights duplicate areas in yellow. This makes it easy to see which areas of the articles still need some work to reduce duplication.

5. To facilitate the editing process, you can copy the article you wish to modify and paste it into a word processor. To do so, click **Copy Article**. You will be asked if you want to copy the yellow highlights too.

![Copy Article Window](image)

6. Click either **Yes** or **No** to copy the article to the clipboard and paste it in the desired application to continue editing.

![Article Copied Notification](image)
Comparing Multiple Articles

With The Best Spinner you can also compare several articles against each other.

To compare multiple articles

1. Click **Generate & Compare** on the **Publish** tab on the ribbon.

2. The **Generate And Compare Spins** window opens.

3. Specify the number of spun articles you wish to compare and click **Generate**. The articles will be generated and compared.
4. The numbers along the top or the article allow you to open the different articles and read through them. The table at the bottom shows how unique articles are when compared to each other. In the preceding image article 1 and 4 are 94% unique when compared to each other, but articles 6 and 7 only have a 56% uniqueness. It is clear that the article may need some additional spinning to ensure higher uniqueness across all articles.

5. Double-click a percentage in the table to open the two articles in the comparison window.

The Best Spinner’s advanced comparison tools allows you to really dig deeper and surgically target duplication areas, thereby increasing article uniqueness like never before.
Exporting Your Spins

The Best Spinner uses the most popular spintax format when outputting spin-formatted versions of your articles. However, there may be instances when you want to submit spin-formatted articles to 3rd party services that utilize different spin formats than the standard used by The Best Spinner.

For that reason, The Best Spinner allows you to export your spin-formatted articles to match these unique formats.

**VIDEO:** For an overview of exporting your spins, watch this [video](#) (1:30 mins.)

To export your spins

1. Click **Export Spin** on the **Publish** tab on the ribbon.

2. The Export Window will open.

3. Click the spin format you want to use to export your article. The format settings for the spin format you select are displayed on the right.
4. You can also create a custom format, in case you need an export format that is not already listed here.

5. With the format chosen, click Export to File to create a text file of the newly spin-formatted article, or click Export To Clipboard, which will allow you to copy paste to other applications and web submission forms.

With The Best Spinner, you can export your work in virtually any spin format imaginable, so you know that your spins will be universally compatible with any spin submission service.
Getting Instant Access to Free Spun Content

Having good quality content is the obvious starting point to any spin project. Getting good content, however, can be a challenge. You may not have the time or the inspiration to write content yourself, or lack the necessary budget to outsource article creation.

The Best Spinner solves these problems by giving you access to free, high-quality spin content, that you can further spin with The Best Spinner, or use immediately as a completed spin project.

You can get this free content in seconds in The Best Spinner’s very own Article Directory, found under the Publish menu.

**VIDEO:** For an overview of getting seed content fast, watch this [video](#) (3:11 mins.)

To get free spun content

1. Click **Article Directory** on the Publish tab on the ribbon.

2. The **Article Directory** opens.
From here, you can browse article categories to find suitable content.

3. Click on the + sign next to a category to display the subcategories. The number of articles is shown between brackets.

4. Clicking a category or a subcategory will display the articles in that (sub)category on the right.

Alternatively, you can click **Keyword Search Articles** in the bottom left-hand corner of the window to quickly find articles.
5. Clicking the name of the author/article will display the content of the article and some other important information about the article, such as the % uniqueness, word count, and whether or not editing is allowed.

6. In the preceding image editing allowed is set to Yes, which would make this article a great spin project, allowing you to personalize it to your own content needs.

7. From here you can use this article in several ways.
   - You can take a single spun version to post to your WordPress blogs directly from here.
   - You can create a new spin here, copy the new spin to the Clipboard, and paste it to another article directory’s submission form.
   - You can open this article in The Best Spinner’s editor for further spinning.

**NOTE:** When using free content from The Best Spinner Article Directory, you have to agree not to remove any of the article backlinks inserted by the author.

Someone is giving you free, high quality content, in exchange for having backlinks pointing back to their site.
Generating Unique Content Fast

When you’re in a time crunch, you can benefit from some quick and easy strategies that will make your articles unique enough to pass content duplication tests.

These strategies include using the following The Best Spinner features:

- Auto-Select Synonyms
- Remove Original Word
- Copyscape Check

TIP: Even though this chapter relies on a paid solution (Copyscape) to check for duplicate content, you can also use the free The Best Spinner Checker instead.

If you are following along and want to get a feel for this strategy, you should use an unspun article that will not pass Copyscape because it has already been published on the internet.

NOTE: This chapter covers advanced techniques and assumes that you know your way around The Best Spinner software.

VIDEO: For an overview of generating unique content fast, watch this video (4:09 mins.)
To quickly generate unique content

1. Open your unspun article in The Best Spinner.

2. Click **Spun Article** right above the Article Window.

3. Click **Copyscape Check** to launch the duplication check.

4. As was to be expected, duplicates are found.
5. To create your unique, duplication-safe article, return to the Article tab, and click Auto-Select Synonyms.

6. Now all you need is to understand how Copyscape works, so you can use the Auto-Select Synonym options to your advantage and spin your articles in a way that will meet Copyscape's uniqueness criteria.
How does Copyscape Work?

Copyscape checks 4 word segments to determine uniqueness. If it finds the same 4 words in another content somewhere on the internet, it will consider that segment as not unique.

So when you run a Copyscape check on your article, it will go and check every 4th word, checking this word, and then this word, and so on. This means that theoretically as long as every 4th word in your article is completely unique, it will pass Copyscape.

And if your article passes Copyscape, it is very likely that search engines will also consider your article to be unique.

This assumption is based on the fact that a 4-word combination is statistically more prone to be unique both in terms of author and content, than a 3-word, 2-word or 1-word segment.

For example, we are less likely to see repeated uses of the phrase “careful not to jump” across several online content, then we are to see uses of “careful not to”, “careful not” and “careful”.

It is for this reason that Copyscape – and most likely the search engines – will only flag duplication on four-word phrase matches.

7. So your strategy for creating an article that will be considered to be unique rests on changing at least every 4th word (every 3rd or 2nd is better) and you can do this automatically with the Auto-select Synonyms’ Frequency option.

To be on the safe side, the recommended setting for the Frequency option is every 2nd word and phrase. The reason for this is that if The Best Spinner has identified a lot of phrase synonyms, and some of these phrases are made up of 3 or 4 words, then setting the Frequency to 4 will result in The Best Spinner counting these long phrases as one word and moving forward 2 more words before creating its spin. As a result, your article may not pass Copyscape.

8. Set the Auto-Select option to Words and Phrases.

9. Click Auto Select to start the process.

10. The Best Spinner will now change every 2nd word and phrase. However, this does not guarantee your article will pass Copyscape.

   Included in your new spintax is still the original word of the article, so there may be some spins where the original word is used, thereby creating instances where NOT every 2nd word and phrase will be unique.

11. To ensure this is not the case, you can remove all original words from your spins in just one click, by clicking Remove Orig Word on the Spin Tools tab on the ribbon.
This should ensure complete uniqueness of your article.

12. But why not have Copyscape confirm? Run another Copyscape check.

As expected, the article has passed the test.

13. All that is left to do is to verify that the grammar of your article is correct and all the sentences make sense. In just a few clicks, you have produced a unique article that passes duplication tests, and that in all likelihood will also be considered to be unique by the search engines.
Advanced Spinning Strategies

This chapter covers advanced spinning strategies to help your spun articles achieve close to 100% uniqueness. The techniques in this chapter are optional, and maybe you don’t find it necessary to reach near-perfect uniqueness all the time.

NOTE: This chapter mainly focuses on the rationale behind effective spinning. By gaining a better understanding of how to spin effectively, you will be able to get the most out of using The Best Spinner.

Spinning and Search Engine Rankings

As a general rule you can say that the higher the quality of your spins, the higher their uniqueness. And from a search engine perspective, the more unique your articles, the better.

In indexing content, it is a well-known fact that search engines will give maximum priority to high quality, completely unique content. One way to create lots of content that can be considered unique by the search engines is through article spinning.

Article spinning has gained great popularity in search engine optimization, because article spinning simply works. Spinning an article into hundreds or even thousands of unique spun versions, and having all those versions indexed by the search engines, can have a massive, positive impact on search engine rankings.

However, search engines are catching on to this article spinning trend, and are actively developing ways to go beyond simple word-level duplication to filter for uniqueness. The risk for spinners is that not all spun content will be considered unique, and therefore not all content will be indexed.

To reach near 100% indexing, your spun articles really need to read as if they were written by a completely different person.

And The Best Spinner is the perfect tool to help you do that.

This chapter will show you how.

VIDEO: For an overview of advanced spinning strategies, watch this video. (9:46 mins.)
Understanding Article Writing

Consider how two different people would write an article on a similar topic. How would those two articles be different?

1. Word Variations, and
2. Article Synonymity

It would be very unlikely for two people to use the exact same words to describe the same thing. That notion is the basis of article spinning.

And that's how most people spin their content. They only change word and phrase variations, in the hopes of search engines judging their spun content as unique.

But word and phrase variations may not be enough to create true uniqueness.

Varying words in a sentence will not change its basic construction and the words will still express the idea in the exact same way.

For example, the sentences

- Your approach to dog training has a big impact on the actual training results you will get.
- Your method of canine training will have a major effect on the real training results you will eventually get.

Are constructed in the same way, and there is a chance search engine algorithms will judge them as duplicate.

Would two people, or better yet, would 100 people express this dog training idea in such a similar way?

Probably not.

Let’s look at some other red flags for spun content.

**Number of Words and Sentences**

How likely would it be for two articles, written by two different authors, to have the exact number of words or sentences?

As most simply spun articles have the exact same sentences with close to the exact same number of words, this can be a red flag for search engines, and some of your spun articles may therefore not be indexed.

**Article Layout**

It is also very unlikely that both articles would have the exact same layout.
One author may use bullets where another may use several images. The use of headings, underlines and bolds may be different. Also, the number of paragraphs, as well as the number of sentences per paragraph, may vary greatly.

**Backlinks**

Another red flag would be if all of your spun articles are pointing to the exact same web page, in the exact same manner.

That may not look natural to the search engines.

The normal linking patterns search engines look for when determining rankings may be something like this:

Various sites, all with varying content, pointing to a particular site in their own unique way.

All those incoming links will naturally have varying anchor text, from having the URL as anchor text to the infamous and ineffective “click here”.

Incoming links will also be pointing to different webpages of the target site.

In this continually evolving search environment, the solution is to spin content as if every single one of the spun articles were written by completely different people.

**Why? Because quality spins will yield quality results.**

Luckily, with The Best Spinner achieving high quality spins with very high levels of uniqueness is easier than you may think.

**Uniqueness Checklist**

Use the following uniqueness checklist to ensure high quality spins that boost the uniqueness of your articles.

- Adequately spin words, phrases, sentences and paragraphs
- Spin sentence and paragraph structures
- Spin the number of words and sentences
- Spin the layout of your articles, from bullets, images, to text formatting
- Spin backlink anchor text and destination URL

**Deeply Spin Words, Phrases, Sentence and Paragraphs**

One of the best ways to create deep synonym variations is through Nested Spins.
**Spin Sentence and Paragraph Structures**

Beyond simply spinning words and phrases, it is important to convey similar ideas expressed in completely different sentence and/or paragraph structures.

An example would be:

{Your approach to dog training has a big impact on the actual training results you will get.}{How effectively your dog is trained is to a great extent influenced by the training techniques you use}.

This type of spinning makes it difficult, if not impossible, for search engines to consider these two sentences as coming from the same author.

**Spin the Number of Words and Sentences**

You can break up the word and sentence count of your spun articles by adding optional phrases and sentences.

Here's an example:

Dogs are pack animals {and naturally} look to their pack leader for guidance. {Therefore, you will have to establish your role as pack leader.}

In the preceding example blank text has been added next to a spin pipe.

Using blanks as spin options will make sentences or words completely optional. That means they may or may not appear in your spun articles. This can significantly vary word and sentence count, which will further increase article uniqueness.

**Spin Article Layout**

Spinning paragraphs is a great way to break-up and spin an article's layout.

As with words and sentences, you can make entire paragraphs entirely optional by using the blank method like this:

{{|Dogs respond best to positive reinforcement. One of the best ways to ensure success in dog training is to reward good behavior and ignore unwanted behavior. This will encourage your dog to repeat those behaviors that earn him praises and treats, and refrain from exhibiting behaviors that get him nothing in return.}}

By putting a blank next to the pipe, you make the entire paragraph optional.

You can also spin paragraphs by preparing two or more different versions, and spinning them together by using the **Spin Together** icon.
The Best Spinner will ask you whether you wish to include a blank paragraph in the spin, which can further break-up article layout.

**Spinning Line Breaks**

You can also increase the number of paragraphs by using and spinning line breaks.

For example, this 4-sentence paragraph can be spun into two paragraphs by entering a new line after a pipe.

**Using the HTML Break Tag**

You can also use the `<br />` tag instead of a new line break.

The `<br />` tag is HTML code, and if you are comfortable with HTML, you can take you spins further by spinning such things as text formatting.
**Using other HTML tags**

Here’s an example of spinning bold and italics formats with normal text.

```
5. (Be patient and consistent) | Be patient and consistent | Be patient and consistent
```

Headings can also be spun in this way:

```
<h1> Why your dog needs to be trained </h1> <h2> Why your dog needs to be trained </h2> <h3> Why your dog needs to be trained </h3>
```

You can also play with having bullets in some articles, and line break listings in others:

```
```

The preceding example uses bullets, and after the pipe you see the same text but with line breaks instead of bullets.

**Spin images, videos and other media**

Also consider spinning images, videos and other media.

```
<img src="http://www.example.com/image.png" />
```

And if are very comfortable with HTML, the sky is the limit, as you can spin such things as tables, block elements, complex lists, and so on.

**Spin backlinks**

Spinning backlinks will help build authority for the website you are targeting.

Refer to the chapter [Creating and Managing Hyperlinks](#) for more information.

**Use data merge**

Finally, if you are a data merge expert, you can add a data-driven element to the strategies discussed above and truly take your spins to the next level.

Remember to take full advantage of The Best Spinner’s Nested Spinning capability to really push the limits of spinning.
Customizing The Best Spinner

The Best Spinner’s Settings and Options tab allows you to adjust several aspects of the interface to suit your personal preferences, such as font and font size, spintax colors, but also lets you manage your protected terms and store your Copyscape user details.

**VIDEO:** For an overview of how to customize The Best Spinner, watch this video (4:09 mins.)

Adjusting Font and Font Size

To adjust the font The Best Spinner uses to display your texts, use the dropdown list next to Font on the Settings and Options tab on the ribbon.

To adjust the *font size* The Best Spinner uses to display your texts, use the dropdown list next to Size on the Settings and Options tab on the ribbon.

Setting Nested Spin and Word Replace Colors

To adjust the colors of your nested spins and the color used by the word replace option, click the color you want to change on the Settings and Options tab on the ribbon.
Select a new color from the grid, or click **Define Custom Colors** for an ever wider choice of colors.

Click **OK** to confirm.

### Entering Your Copyscape User Details

If you have a Copyscape account, you can fill out your Copyscape user details on the **Settings and Options** tab on the ribbon. This will allow you to run Copyscape checks from within The Best Spinner, saving you a lot of time.

If you don’t have a Copyscape account, you can use the link on the **Settings and Options** tab to get one.

### Disabling Auto-Identify Synonyms

By default, The Best Spinner identifies the synonyms in your articles. If for some reason you don’t want The Best Spinner to do this, you need to check the **Don’t auto-identify synonyms** checkbox on the **Setting and Options** tab on the ribbon.
Disabling the Use of SpinGroups

By default, The Best Spinner uses SpinGroups when suggesting synonyms for your articles, as it tends to speed up spinning. If for some reason you don’t want The Best Spinner to use SpinGroups, you need to uncheck the Use SpinGroups checkbox on the Setting and Options tab on the ribbon.

Adjusting the Quick Access Toolbar

The Best Spinner has a Quick Access Toolbar that gives you one-click access to options you tend to use a lot.

Three functions are there by default: Open, Create new article or project, and Save.

Removing Icons from the Quick Access Toolbar

You can quickly remove any icon on the Quick Access Toolbar by right-clicking it, and selecting Remove from Quick Access Toolbar.

Adding Icons to the Quick Access Toolbar

You can add an icon to the Quick Access Toolbar by right-clicking any function on the ribbon and clicking Add to Quick Access Toolbar.

You can further customize the Quick Access Toolbar by selecting Customize Quick Access Toolbar.
This will open a dialog box displaying all icons currently in our quick access toolbar, along with all remaining functions and commands available.

Notice that the functions are grouped by functionality to help locate the ones you want.

To add a command to the Quick Access Toolbar, select it on the left and click Add as shown in the following image.
Click **Reset** to remove all commands from the toolbar.

Click **OK** to save and exit, or click **Cancel** to exit without saving.

**Moving the Quick Access Toolbar**

You can move the Quick Access Toolbar closer to the Editor as some users prefer.

Click the arrow next to the Quick Access Toolbar, and select **Place Quick Access Toolbar below the Ribbon**.
Minimizing the Ribbon to Create Additional Space

Once you have added all your favorite commands to the Quick Access Toolbar, you can gain some additional screen real estate by minimizing the Menu Ribbon.

Click the arrow next to the Quick Access Toolbar, and select Minimize the Ribbon.

The difference in screen space is shown in the two following images.
To show the ribbon again, click the arrow next to the **Quick Access Toolbar**, and deselect **Minimize the Ribbon**.

**Customizing the Status Bar**

You can customize the **Status Bar** located on the lower right-hand corner of the interface by right-clicking it. A menu with several options will open. Choose which indicators you want to display or hide.

**Adjusting Window Sizes**

You can expand or reduce the size of The Best Spinner’s windows to your liking, by pointing to a border. Your cursor will change into a double-headed arrow, allowing you to drag the window’s border to adjust its size.
Updating The Best Spinner Software

The Best Spinner is regularly updated with new functionality, user suggestions, and bug fixes. To reduce support issues resulting from using old versions of the software, you are required to update to the latest version whenever a new version is available.

If a new version of The Best Spinner is available, you will see the following message upon starting the software.

![Update Available](image.png)

Click **OK** to download and install the update.

**NOTE:** If you click **Cancel** you will exit the software and not be able to continue working with The Best Spinner.

The Best Spinner will automatically download the update.

![Download Latest Version](image.png)

After downloading the update, The Best Spinner will start the installation process.

Windows may display the **User Account Control** as shown in the following image and ask you to confirm that you have initiated the installation of the file.
If you see this message, click **Allow** to continue with the installation.

**Installation Options**

The Best Spinner setup wizard will guide you through the installation process. The first dialog box shows the **Installation Options**.

If you do not want The Best Spinner to add start menu shortcuts, then uncheck the **Start menu Shortcuts** checkbox. If you do want The Best Spinner to add start menu shortcuts, click **Next**.

**Installation Folder**

The next window allows you to choose the folder where you want to install The Best Spinner. For most people the suggested folder will be fine.
To change the folder, click Browse… and select the desired folder on your computer.

To accept the suggested folder and start the installation, click Install. The installation does not take long and you will soon see a message that the installation was completed.

Click Close to close the setup wizard.

You have successfully updated The Best Spinner. The Version History will be shown to inform you of the changes that were made to the software.
Click **Close** to close the version history and start working with The Best Spinner.
## Keyboard Shortcuts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key(s)</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TAB</td>
<td>Moves you forward one word (or known phrase) in the current document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHIFT + TAB</td>
<td>Moves you backward one word (or known phrase) in the current document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTRL + N</td>
<td>Creates a new document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTRL + S</td>
<td>Saves the current document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTRL + O</td>
<td>Loads a document from a file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTRL + F</td>
<td>Finds text within the current document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3</td>
<td>Repeats the last Find</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTRL + T</td>
<td>Performs Title Case capitalization on the selected text (makes the first letter of all words capitalized)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTRL + Mouse Click</td>
<td>If you hold CTRL and click the mouse on a word or phrase inside a block of spin-formatted text, the word or phrase you click on will be removed from the spin text.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALT + Mouse Click</td>
<td>Like CTRL-Click except it removes the synonym from ALL spin-formatted text matching the one you click in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTRL + ALT + Mouse Click</td>
<td>Removes ALL synonyms from ALL occurrences of the group of spin-text you click on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALT + Right-Arrow</td>
<td>Moves to next block of spun text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALT + Left-Arrow</td>
<td>Moves to previous block of spun text</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
List of Videos

There is a complete series of videos available to show you how to take advantage of the many features of The Best Spinner.
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